Restore a TIH2012 Backup
to a larger or smaller disk.
By GroverH

The intent of this guide is to illustrate how to restore a disk image backup by restoring each
partition as a single restore-but repeated multiple times until all partitions has been
restored.
Procedures designed to be used when booted from the TI Bootable Media CD.
The location of the target disk is for it to be placed in the intended boot position inside the
computer. The condition of the disk to be unallocated (blank). Format and partitioning of the
disk not necessary.
If target disk has data or partitions or aborted attempts, it is suggested that the Add New
Disk option be used to delete the existing partitions. This procedure is covered on page 34.
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Partition 1 restore instructions begin
Partition 2 restore instructions begin
Partition 3 restore instructions begin
MBR/Track0 restore instructions begin
View Current State of internal disks
Add New Disk option illustration

While the guide appears lengthy, its content is really taking the single restore theme and
repeating it 4 times which adds to the document length by 4 times. The really important
parts are those relating to partition size adjustments and the partition types. Review the
guide several times to enhance your understanding of the steps you need to perform and be
sure to make the necessary notes regarding the configuration of your partition.
It is understood that it is possible to use procedures different than those listed in this
guide. These procedures have been designed to fit a wide range of different configurations
but your specific configuration may require some adjustments. Good luck.
Download link to other guides & helpful information.

Restore a TIH2012 Backup
to a larger or smaller disk.
By GroverH

The intent of this guide is to illustrate how to restore a disk image backup by restoring each
partition as a single restore-but repeated multiple times until all partitions has been
restored. Understand that this disk configuration may be different from yours which would
prevent providing exact step by step instructions for your specific situation. What I can do,
however, is to suggest guidelines for the restoring of each partition.

Preparation
First, we need a backup of the entire system disk and this backup should include any and all
partitions. The backup can be completed from within Windows or when booted from the TI
bootable media CD. The backup should be validated and be absolutely certain that all
partitions are included in the backup. Your backup should include more than just the Drive
C partition.
Another important preparation is to examine the contents of the Windows Disk Management
graphical view. Figure 1 is an example. The graphical view will display which partition is
designated as the active partition and the display will indicate the partition sequence which
is “as pictured.” You need either to print this picture or to write down all the information
regarding which partition is “active” plus the partition sequence plus any information
regarding space such partition size, used and free space, etc.
Computers do not have a standard configuration and the configuration varies between
brands–even model to model. Thus, it is important for the user to know the configuration of
their own computer. This knowledge is needed to prevent configuration errors when
restoring your backup.
There are a variety of different type installations associated with Vista & Windows 7. Those
computers with factory installations will usually have either 3 or 4 partitions with partition names
such as System Reserved or Recovery or OEM or PCService and may or may not have a volume name
or drive letter assigned. The placement and size of these special partitions should be retained and
referred to in this guide as special type partitions. You may find your active partition installed as
either partition 1 or 2 and should be restored to the same partition sequence.
Conversely, those operating systems upgraded or installed by the user may have only 1 or 2
partitions. In this particular example, the Windows 7 file system is factory installed on a Asus
laptop and has 3 partitions with partition 2 being the active boot partition. Upon examination of the
Disk Management graphical view for your computer or for this example (Figure 1), the essential
information is provided. Print and retain your configuration info so you can duplicate the same
partition sequence settings.
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Figure 1 Guide Example
A. Partition 1 does not have a drive letter assigned and is NOT the active partition.
B. Partition 2 is the system partition (drive C) and IS THE ACTIVE partition.
C. Partition 3 is the data partition and assigned as Drive D.
D. Various information about partition sizes–free/used space, etc.
E. Partition 2 and 3 are assigned names to help in identification during the restore.

Excerpts from user manual. Recovering a disk backup to a different disk under rescue media.
Recovery of a disk backup containing several partitions to a hard disk that has a different
capacity is one of the most complicated operations. This is especially true when the original
hard disk you have backed up has a hidden (non-lettered) diagnostic or recovery partition.
If you have not already done so, assign unique names (volume labels) to each partition of your
computer's disks before the required “disk” option backups are created (example: Win7-C). This
will allow for identification of the partitions by their names (<11 characters with no spaces) and not
by the disk letters. Windows Disk letters may differ when booting from the rescue media. The
names will help you find the drive containing your backups, as well as the target (new) drive.
Information on partition sizes, drive capacities, their manufacturer’s, and model numbers can also
help to correctly identify the drives.
º Important! »
It is highly recommended to install the new hard drive to the same position in the computer
and to use the same cable and connector that was used for the original drive.
º In any case, install the blank new drive to where it will be used. »
Recovering a disk with a hidden (non-lettered) partition
A hidden partition (non-lettered) may be created by the PC manufacturer for diagnostics or
system recovery. Recovering a backup with a hidden (non-lettered) partition requires that you
to take into account some additional factors. First of all, it is necessary for the new drive to
keep the same physical order of the partitions that existed on the old drive. In addition, you
should place the hidden (non-lettered) partition in the same location. To minimize the risk of
possible problems, it is better to recover the hidden (non-lettered) partition without resizing.
Note:

In our usage of the term “hidden partitions” within this PDF, this is a reference to
partitions where Windows has chosen not to assign a drive letter. These non-lettered
partitions are still accessible by Windows but not displayed in Windows Explorer.
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FYI: A truly hidden partition is one with a hidden partition type or one that is
completely unknown to Windows. These types of partitions cannot be assigned
drive letters and may not be visible within Windows Disk Management.

Restore Partitions Procedures
Begin
I.

Arrange the boot order in BIOS so as to make your rescue media device (CD, DVD
or USB stick) the first boot device. See Arranging boot order in BIOS (UM-p. 89).
Attach the external drive if it contains the backup to be used for recovery and make sure
that the drive is powered on. This must be done before booting from Acronis rescue media.

II.

Boot from the rescue media and validate the backup you want to use for recovery.
If ATIH considers the backup corrupted, it will not proceed with recovery.
Additional validation via the CD which is the restore mechanism is a good safety precaution.

III.

If the disk has been used or contains any data from prior use or botched attempts,
my recommendation is that the TI Utilities “add disk” option be used and any existing
partitions or data be deleted so the blank space is unallocated without partitions.
See “Add Disk” section at the end of this PDF for illustrations.

Figure 2
Figure 2:

Select Recovery in the main menu.
Select “Disk & Partition” Recovery.
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Figure 3
Figure 3:

Browse to backup storage folder and select backup file being used for
restoration.

Figure 4
Figure 4:

After the backup file is selected and highlighted, click OK.
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Figure 5
Figure 5:

Click Next. Only one backup file should be selected.

Figure 6
Figure 6:

Select Recover Disks and Partitions.
Click Next.
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Figure 7
Figure 7:

Click the “choose columns” icon. While the display illustrates the current
content of the backup, the placement on the screen needs to be re-arranged
to better illustrate partitions number & starting sector. The changes will be
readily apparent once the revised content is observed. You will ask yourself why
this revised screen isn’t the norm. It really should be.

Figure 8

Figure 8:

Checkmark. Select. Move up column headers as indicated.
Make your screen match the same sequence.
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Figure 9
Figure 9:

At the What to Recover step, check mark only the single partition which you know to
be partition 1 on your computer. Look at your written notes or print out. Don’t guess.
Note the differences between Figures 7 before the column changes and Figure 9
after the changes. Note the partitions are now listed in numerical order .
The partitions are numbered, their starting sector identified and free space listed.
This is information you need to know in order to make correct settings.
Note:

If recovering to a larger disk, when at the "W hat to Recover" stage of the Recovery W izard, it should
be emphasized that if selecting ALL partitions checked, ATI may NOT allow recovery to their
original and correct sequence. Thus, it is necessary to recover each partition individually in order to
achieve the correct partition sequence. This is why the guide is suggesting single partition restores.

Figure 10
Figure 10:

This begins a 3 step process for partition 1. To assign partition location, type and size.
Click New location in step 1.
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Figure 11
Figure 11:

Select the target location for partition 1. If you used the “add disk” option on
the target disk, the disk should be easily identifiable as unallocated space.
Click on the Accept option to accept your selection and continue.

Figure 12
Figure 12:

Click on the Change Default to begin Step 2. Look at your notes. In our
example, this is a primary partition and is NOT the active partition.
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Figure 13
Figure 13:

Select the type based on your notes. If the program will not allow you
to unmark the active setting, this setting can be changed/corrected
when adjusting partition 2 active setting.

Figure 14
Figure 14:

Begin Step 3 by clicking he “Change Default” option. Actual changes may or may
not be needed. Your notes is your guide as it relates to partition size.
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Figure 15
Figure 15:

As this is the first partition, if a special starting sector alignment is needed ( 1 mb or
starting sector 2048), it is on the partition 1 screen where this setting must be
provided. If the program does not pre-enter the “1", it is the responsibility of the
user to make sure the “1" is entered into the “free space before” mb window.
If partition 1 is a special partition, the original partition size should be retained. The
“free space after” is the leftover space available to all remaining partitions.

Figure 16

Figure 16:

Click Next if all settings correct for your partition 1.
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Figure 17

Figure 17:

Examine summary to assure intended size for partition 1 is correct.
Click options button to view default options.

Figure 18
Figure 18:

Click the Finish button. No recovery options needs changing.
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Figure 19
Figure 19:

This is the summary screen showing the intended partition size which should
be the same as the original size–if that was your intention. Your screen will
reflect your settings.

Click the Proceed option. Upon completion of the restore of partition 1, a successful info
windows will indicate completion.

Figure 20

Fig 20:

Do NOT reboot. Return to the Main Menu of the CD.
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Restore Partitions Procedures
Partition 2

Figure 21
Figure 21:

Click Recovery. Click Disk & Partition Recovery.

Figure 22
Figure 22:

Browse again to the same backup storage folder as used for partition 1.
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Figure 23
Figure 23:

Re-select the same *.tib file used for the restoration of partition 1.
Click OK option.

Figure 24
Figure 24:

After the backup file is selected and highlighted, click Next.

Figure 25
Figure 25:

Select “Recover whole disks & partitions. Click Next.
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Figure 26
Figure 26:

The next partition is to be restored. Select partition 2.

Figure 27

Figure 27:

Begin Step 1 relating to partition 2. Click new location.
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Figure 28
Figure 28:

The Fat32 Recovery partition is partition 1. Select the unallocated space as the
location for partition 2. Click Accept to continue to step 2.

Figure 29
Figure 29:

Begin step 2 and click he “change default” option. Get out your notes as to what
specifications need to be changed..
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Figure 30
Figure 30:

Two settings need to be confirmed on this partition type option for
partition 2. Primary or logical type and whether the partition is to be checked as the
active partition. Check your notes and mark accordingly. This is last chance to mark
partition 2 as the active partition if that is the desired setting.

Figure 31
Figure 31:

Click “change default” to begin step 3 which is to confirm or change the partition size
for partition 2. Check your notes. If partition 2 is a special partition, you may want to
keep the same original size. However, if this partition is a main system or data
partition, its size is changeable.
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1

Figure 32
Figure 32:

Check your notes. Look at its volume name or its size. Depending upon whether this
partition 2 is one of the special non-expandable partitions, its size could be adjustable.

If there is another partition yet to restore, the “free space after” window is the space
allocated to all remaining partitions. If there is no remaining partitions to be restored, then the “free
space after” should be “0".

Figure 33
Figure 33:

Click Next if all settings correct for your partition 2.
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Figure 34
Figure 34:

Examine summary to assure intended size for partition 2 is correct.
Click options button to view default options.

Figure 35
Figure 35:

Click the Finish button. No recovery options needs changing.
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Figure 36
Figure 36:

This is the summary screen showing the intended partition size for partition 2.
Your screen will reflect your settings.

Click the Proceed option. Upon completion of the restore of partition 2, a successful info
windows will indicate completion.

Figure 37

Fig 37:

Do NOT reboot. Return to the Main Menu of the CD.
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Restore Partitions Procedures
Partition 3

Figure 38
Figure 38:

Click Recovery. Click Disk & Partition Recovery.

Figure 39
Figure 39:

Browse again to the same backup storage folder as used for partition 1.
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Figure 40
Figure 40:

Re-select the same *.tib file used for the restoration of partition 1.
Click OK option.

Figure 41

Figure 41:

After the backup file is selected and highlighted, click Next.
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Figure 42
Figure 42:

S
whole disks & partitions. Click Next.

Figure 43

Figure 43:

The next partition is to be restored. Select partition 3.
Note logical partitions are numbered differently.
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elect “Recover

Figure 44
Figure 44:

Begin Step 1 relating to partition 3. Click new location.

Figure 45
Figure 45:

The Fat32 Recovery partition is partition 1. The Win7_OS is partition 2.
Select the unallocated space as the location for partition 3.
Click Accept to continue to step 2.
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Figure 46
Figure 46:

Begin step 2 and click he “change default” option. Get out your notes as to what
specifications need to be changed..

Figure 47

Figure 47:

Two settings need to be confirmed on this partition type option for
partition 3. Primary or logical type and whether the partition is to be checked
as the active partition. Check your notes and mark accordingly.
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Figure 48
Figure 48:

Click “change default” to begin step 3 which is to confirm or change the
partition size for partition 3. Check your notes. If partition 3 is a special
partition, you may want to keep the same original size. However, if this partition
is a main system or data partition, its size is changeable.

Figure 49
Figure 49:

Check your notes. Look at its volume name or its size. Depending upon whether this
partition 3 is one of the special non-expandable partitions, its size could be adjustable.
If there is another partition yet to restore, the “free space after” window is the
space allocated to all remaining partitions. If there is no remaining partitions to be
restored, then the “free space after” should be “0".
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Figure 50

Figure 50:

Click Next if all settings correct for your partition 3.

Figure 51
Figure 51:

Examine summary to assure intended size for partition 3 is correct.
Click options button to view default options.
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Figure 52

Figure 52:

Click the Finish button. No recovery options needs changing.

Figure 53
Figure 53:

This is the summary screen showing the intended partition size for partition 3. Your
screen will reflect your settings.
Click the Proceed option. Upon completion of the restore of partition 3,
a successful info windows will indicate completion.

Figure 54

Figure 54:

Do NOT reboot. Return to the Main Menu of the CD.
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Restore Partitions Procedures
MBR/Track0 & Recover Disk Signature

Figure 55
Figure 55:

Select Recovery in the main menu.
Select “Disk & Partition” Recovery.

Figure 56

Figure 56:

Browse to the backup storage folder and select the *.tib file being used for
restoration.
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Figure 57
Figure 57:

Select “Recover whole disks & partitions. Click Next.

Figure 58
Figure 58:

Check mark only the listing marked “MBR/Track0"
All other listings should be unchecked.
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Figure 59
Figure 59:

Select the correct target disk. At this point, the target disk should display
the 3 partitions which have just been restored.
Also check mark the “Recover Disk Signature” for restoration.

Figure 60
Figure 60:

Summary shows MBR to be recovered. Click PROCEED.
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Figure 61:

Shutdown and reboot with only the new disk attached in its intended boot position
inside the computer. Procedures completed.

Addendum
Assorted Information

Figure 62
Figure 62:

TI Main Menu/Tools and Utilities Menu
Click View current state of your disks

Figure 63
FYI: Be aware of the existence of this utility which can show the placement of partitions
from inside TrueImage Home.
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True Image Add New Disk option

Figure 64
Figure 64:

Click the “Add New Disk” option

Figure 65
Figure 65:

Be extremely careful and select the disk which is to have all data and
partitions removed so disk can be used for restoring a backup or cloning.
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Figure 66
Figure 66:

To delete partitions and make disk space unallocated,
Right Click on disk name and choose the Delete partitions option.
Click Next.

Figure 67
Figure 67:

The space should show as unallocated with no drive letters. If drive letters
are displayed, the partition delete was not exercised and needs to be
repeated.
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Figure 68
Figure 68:

Summary should indicate that the “after” result shows all space as unallocated
and without drive letters. If drive letter is shown as present in the “after” ,
the partition delete option was not selected. Cancel and restart the “add new
disk” option.

Figure 69:

The above info window would indicate no errors occurred. It is up to the user
to make sure that the partition delete was properly chosen as indicated by
figure 68.

Prepared by GroverH
February 13, 2012
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